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N1. NHRC, SHRCs Officials Suggest Promoting Human Rights for Under ...
LatestLY-Dec. 07 , 2018
Neeta Verma, DG, NIC, spoke about how the concept of 'Digital India' has been put into place with the
support of information technology by developing Common ...

What is hampering human rights? National, state bodies deliberate
The New Indian Express-Dec. 08 , 2018
The human rights commission network portal, developed by the National Informatics Centre and support
of the NHRC, was launched. It aims at connecting all ...
N2. Panchayat members now submitting assets, liabilities details online
The Hindu-Dec. 10 , 2018
But, the SEC with the help of National Informatics Centre (NIC) has developed a software that online
declarations. “Now, we have made online submission of ...

N3. Tamil Nadu: New India Code turns repository of all legislative ...
The New Indian Express-Dec. 10 , 2018
Code web portal in consultation with the National Informatics Centre. This comes after the Delhi High
Court in December last year laid down stipulations that ...
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M1. SRO to set up centre of excellence at AKU
Times of India- Dec. 10 , 2018
A team of experts from the India Electronics and Semi-Conductor Association (IESA) under the Union
ministry of electronics and IT, headed by its chairman Anil ...
M2. Information Technology Ministry Launches National Challenge For ...
NDTV-Dec. 08 , 2018
The Challenge launched by Mr. Ravi Shankar Prasad, Minister for Electronics & IT, Law & Justice will
provide a platform to school students to become solution ...

M3. Tired of WhatsApp groups? Govt to your rescue
Financial Express-Dec. 09 , 2018
A senior government official said the ministry of electronics and IT (MeitY) received representation from
several agencies regarding this and decided to take up ……
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CS1. Global Blockchain Congress in Kolkata on Dec 18,19
United News of India-Dec. 10 , 2018
... is endeavouring to make Bengal a centre for emerging technologies like blockchain, artificial
intelligence (AI), embedded technology, cyber security, etc.
CS2. Cybersecurity Needs to be a Built in Process Rather than Being Bolted ...
DATAQUEST-Dec. 10 , 2018
The Government of India is however not taking emerging threats lightly and has announced a slew of
initiatives to tackle the cybersecurity challenge.

CS3. Artificial Intelligence and Cybersecurity: Two sides of the same coin
Economic Times – Dec. 10 , 2018
AI today has extended its reach to encompass all verticals ranging from healthcare, manufacturing, retail
to banking and finance. The fact that it enables organisations to improve their business performance by
driving a competitive advantage at a lower operational cost, has been one of the contributors to AI’s wide
adoption. According to a recent report by Gartner, India’s analytics and Business intelligence (BI)
software market revenue is expected to reach $304 million in 2018.

O1. IT Ministry underlines freedom of speech, expression on Rajiv Gandhi ...
Financial Express-Dec. 08 , 2018
The Ministry of Electronics and Information technology (MeitY) in response to that released an affidavit
mentioning that the Preamble of the Constitution of India ...

O2. All villages to be connected through broadband by 2019, says Manoj ...
Express Computer - Dec. 10 , 2018
Telecom Minister Manoj Sinha has said that high-speed broadband will reach each and every village of
the country by 2019. He said the government targets to ...
O3. Liquidity stress in some sectors that needs to be addressed: Arun Jaitley
Economic Times- Dec. 10 , 2018
“IRDA (Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority), Sebi (Securities and Exchange Board of
India), TRAI (Telecom Regulatory Authority of India), CCI ...

O4. How SC order draws the line between Trai and CCI, helps avoid turf war
Business Standard- Dec. 09 , 2018
How SC order draws the line between Trai and CCI, helps avoid turf war ... regulator, Telecom
Regulatory Authority of India (Trai), the apex court agreed with .

O5. OnePlus to shift all Indian user data to local servers
Economic Times – Dec. 10 , 2018
MAUI: Chinese smartphone maker OnePlus has decided to shift all data of Indian consumers to servers
located in India, as it seeks to assuage data privacy concerns of the government and consumers in its bid
to create a global company, its chief executive said.

O6. Social media must guard against misuse of platforms: Prasad
Economic Times – Dec. 08 , 2018

Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and WhatsApp have changed the manner in which users consume content
and communicate with each other, but the social media firms need to be mindful of "certain dos and
don'ts" and guard against any misuse of their platforms, IT Minister Ravi Shankar.

O7. India missed a golden opportunity to implement fully computerised IT system by TCS;
here’s what this book reveals
Financial Express – Dec. 09 , 2018
India missed a golden opportunity to implement a fully computerised tax administration system way
back in the late '70s as a proposal by TCS was rejected by the then finance minister Charan Singh, claims
a new book.

O8. NITI Aayog launches global hackathon on AI
Express Computer.in – Dec. 10 , 2018
With the vision to further expand the idea of ‘Artificial Intelligence, AI for All’ articulated in the National
AI Strategy, NITI Aayog organises hackathons to source sustainable, innovative and technologicallyenabled solutions to address various challenges in the development space.

